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Abstract
Potato is one of the most important staple foods in the world and is important as a cash crop. Yet its
existence is threatened by the devastating oomycete pathogen Phytophthora infestans. When using
traditional breeding, good varieties cannot be rescued, because their traits segregate upon the
improvement of pathogen resistance. For this reason, many researchers are engaged in making potato
resistant against late blight with modern breeding techniques, but with varying success. Recently, new
gene editing techniques have successfully been developed, which exploit the potential to modify
susceptible cultivars in order to make them resistant. In this research we will demonstrate that cytidine
base editors form a tool in the repair of a LIP5 allele that leads to susceptibility to late blight.
Furthermore, a non-functional NB-LRR allele is repaired by exchanging parts of the LRR domain with
fragments from functional homologues, to restore the recognition of late blight effectors from the
PexRD12 family. We will show that these gene editing techniques form a fast alternative to
conventional breeding strategies in the fight against late blight.

Introduction
Potatoes are the fourth most consumed crop in the world after rice, wheat and corn and are gaining
fast in popularity, because of their nutritional value and taste. Many health effects are associated with
potatoes, because they are rich in vitamins, minerals, fibers and proteins (Szalay, 2019). They have
been integrated in the cuisine of many cultures and play an important role in the starch and bioethanol
industry ("Brandstof uit aardappelschillen toekomstmuziek", 2008).
The Netherlands is the 9th producer of starch and ware potatoes worldwide with the highest
yields. Even, they are the biggest growers of certified high-quality seed potatoes, with a production of
around 7 million tons yearly ("Groei aardappelconsumptie kans voor Nederland", 2019). Potatoes have
a big contribution to the economy, because in 2018, already in the United States alone the potato crop
was worth $ 3.71 billion ("Potatoes | Agricultural Marketing Resource Center", 2019).
Potato receives a lot of appreciation, because breeding in the past has led to a wide variety of
cultivars that support a broad range of application. Still breeding companies are breeding for new
improved cultivars that meet the demands of the modern market, including tolerance against biotic
and abiotic stresses. Especially oomycetes, bacteria, viruses and fungi are major stress factors, because
potato is extremely susceptible to many pathogens and they break down crop resistance fast ("Potato,
Identifying Diseases", 2019).
One of the most notorious diseases in potato is late blight caused by Phytophthora infestans.
P. infestans is a fast-evolving oomycete that infects solanaceous species under cool and wet conditions,
where it can colonize all upper ground organs and the tubers (Late Blight: Phytophthora infestans,
2018). Over the past decades it has broken many resistances and causes big economic losses
worldwide (Fry et al., 2015). The loss is estimated on 16 % of the total annual production, with an
estimated value of 5.2 billion dollars (Haverkort et al., 2009). P. infestans is a versatile pathogen with
a plethora of effectors and a high recombination rate leading to new well adapted virulent strains
(Wang et al., 2018). These effectors are small molecules secreted by the pathogen that alter the
biological activity of proteins in the host. This large variety of effectors have many targets in the plant
and can manipulate them. Inside the plant they knock down immune responses and promote plant
colonization (Halterman et al., 2010). For this reason, P. infestans puts pressure on breeders to come
up with new resistant varieties.
The genetic resources that are needed to breed new resistant cultivars can be found in either
existing cultivars, which can be crossed to make new resistant combinations or in landraces and wild
relatives. Wild relatives of S. tuberosum are a great source of qualitative resistance genes against P.
infestans, because they co-evolved as hosts with their pathogen in their native range of the Andes
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mountains (Khiutti et al., 2015). These genes can be used as novel resistance genes in new breeding
programs to produce cultivars with unbroken resistance (Ghislain et al., 2018).
However, the breeding of new varieties can be hard, because this is very costly and laborious
and it can take more than 10 years to develop a new cultivar ("Potato Breeding and Selection", 2019).
The main reason for this is that, potatoes are tetraploids, which makes it hard to introgress genes for
variety improvement, because cultivar traits will segregate during the crossing (Watanabe, 2015).
Additionally, wild relatives of potato can be hard to cultivate and have many traits that are undesirable,
sometimes even linked to the genes that are of interest for the development of a cultivar (Rodewald
& Trognitz, 2013). All these bottlenecks restrain the development of new resistant varieties and new
methods are required to guarantee their quality and durability. So, it will require modern breeding
techniques to make plants resistant.
Smaller changes like introduction of disease resistance based on single genes from already
successful cultivars has shown to be slow and inefficient (Pieterse, 2020). The introduction of a single
resistance gene is laborious and gene stacking requires even more effort. Therefore, other techniques
like cisgenesis, where vertical gene transfer is sped up through biotechnology, are more efficient. Even
these modern techniques are under development like the use of CRISPR-Cas, which enables the editing
of genomes without the stable introduction of foreign DNA into the plant (Andersson et al., 2016).
In the last decade CRISPR-Cas has proven its success in many plant research projects and its
applicability is still expanding (Liu, Wu, Xu, Sui & Wei, 2017). However, most of its success is based on
double stranded break (DBS) formation and non-homologous end joining (NHEJ). One of the latest
developments are base editors that can change a single target base in the genome of plants (Shimatani
et al., 2017). These can convert a cytidine (C) to a thymidine (T) with a cytidine deaminase and an
adenine (A) to a guanine (G) with an adenine deaminase fused to Cas9. Techniques in base editing
enable the editing of alleles that lost their properties due to a small number of SNPs. So base editing
could repair inactive alleles of resistance genes relatively easy (Mushtaq et al., 2019).
Part of this research will focus on the use of cytidine deaminases APOBEC1 and CDA1 (Rees &
Liu, 2018), which are fused to xCas9, a Cas9 variant. nCas9 recognizes NGG as a protospacer adjacent
motif (PAM), but the complexity of the PAM limits the base editing, because of the specific editing
window. Therefore, the use of NGG can be unpractical. xCas9 has been developed that is able to use a
broader range of PAM sequences like NG, GAA and GAT and is therefore less limiting in its applicability
(Hu et al., 2018). The Cas9 fusion protein with the cytidine deaminase will edit single bases when
directed by a single guide RNA (sgRNA) upstream of the PAM. Research shows that base editors that
are taken into consideration in this report, can have an editing window from position 2-8 at the distal
end of the PAM, which opens up new potential applications in the genetic engineering of pathogen
resistant plants (Shimatani et al., 2017; Zong et al., 2017).
In potato, resistance R genes products recognize effectors that are being secreted by P.
infestans into the apoplast and the cytoplasm and successively, trigger a defense response. If the
pathogen is recognized in time a hypersensitive response (HR) is induced. However, due to mutations
and co-evolution of host and the pathogen, the R genes can lose their ability to contribute to the
recognition of effectors and this results in non-functional alleles for P. infestans recognition (Yin et al.,
2017). CRISPR-Cas base editing is suitable to restore the resistance of susceptible potato plants. The
editing of only a few nucleotides, can contribute to the restoration of allele functionality and their
recognition of pathogens without the loss of cultivar traits (Manghwar et al., 2019).
The first goal of this research is to repair LIP5 from potato, a gene associated with the
functioning and trafficking of multi-vesicular bodies (MVB) in the cell, downstream signaling and
immune responses (Wang et al., 2014) (Li et al., 2018). There are only two amino acids (aa) different
between the susceptible allele and the allele that makes the plant resistant against P. infestans.
Therefore, it is a good target for gene editing with base editors, because the number of bases to be
edited is relatively small. This comes down to only two cytidines to be turned into thymidine bases.
Therefore, expression vectors were constructed with cytidine deaminases and sgRNA’s that target the
SNPs. In the future these constructs can be tested for the restoration of resistance in plants carrying
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the susceptibility allele and the resistant transformants will contribute to the understanding of the
underlying mechanisms on how only two amino acid changes in LIP5 are mediating resistance.
The second goal of this research is to repair a non-functional allele of a CC-NB-LRR (CNL) gene
from commercial potato cultivars Altus and Colomba, named rpi-chc-AC, to restore the recognition of
P. infestans. Functional regions are exchanged from the LRR domain of two homologous functional NBLRR genes, Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2, from wild relative Solanum chacoense that recognize members from
the PexRD12 effector family. Effector recognition is tested by transient co-expression of the chimeric
R genes and PexRD12 effectors in Nicotiana benthamiana. Multiple domain exchanges between rpichc-AC, Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 respectively, resulted in the restoration of effector recognition and the
identification of aa that are likely to contribute to receptor-effector interaction.
The aim of this research is to use several modern gene editing techniques to improve the
performance of potato against late blight. It is likely that in the future there is a bigger support for
these techniques in Europe (Davison & Ammann, 2017), and it is anticipated that politicians take their
responsibilities to update GM laws. Here we demonstrate that domain exchanges can restore the
recognition of effectors in rpi-chc-AC. Furthermore, we show that Golden Gate cloning is an efficient
way of making expression vectors for base editing in potato.

Hypothesis and objectives
The main objective of this research is to explore the potential of gene editing techniques in the fight
against late blight pathogen P. infestans and how we can use this knowledge to make potato crops
more resistant. Furthermore, we are trying to obtain more knowledge about how individual aa and
domains can contribute to the resistance of the potato crop and the recognition of effectors.
Therefore, this research is divided in two different sub-sections that represent different genome
editing strategies.

Goal 1 Repair potato NB-LRR allele rpi-chc-AC to restore resistance against
late blight
Potato cultivars Colomba and Altus are two cultivars that are susceptible to P. infestans. Colomba is an
early variety of fresh potato owned by potato breeder HZPC and Altus is a high yielding starch variety
owned by Avebe. In these cultivars there is an allele present of a CNL resistance gene that we call rpichc-AC, against late blight. However, it is not functional in the recognition of the pathogen’s effectors
from the PexRD12 family. To restore the recognition of the effector and resistance of the plant, these
alleles need to be repaired. If previous research in the department on another non-functional allele is
taken into consideration, namely rpi-chc-RH, it is likely that the LRR domain is the most promising
target for domain exchanges and the restoration of gene functionality. The two functional alleles Rpichc1 and Rpi-chc2, from wild relative S. chacoense recognize the relevant effectors from P. infestans.
In rpi-chc-RH it was shown that a region of 0.2 kb and 1.2 kb from the LRR region of Rpi-chc1 and Rpichc2 respectively can recover effector recognition. Here Rpi-chc1 can restore the recognition of
effectors A1-1 and A2-2 and Rpi-chc2 can restore the recognition of effectors B3 and C2. Therefore, it
must be researched if exchanging parts of the LRR can restore the recognition of these effectors in rpichc-AC and which aa are involved. So, the specific objectives are:
•
•

Align the rpi-chc-AC, Rpi-chc1, Rpi-chc2 and rpi-chc-RH sequence to record the differences
among the alleles and design chimeric receptors.
Construct the chimeric alleles with exchanges in the LRR domain between rpi-chc-AC and Rpichc1 and Rpi-chc2 in an expression vector.
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•

Perform an Agrobacterium-mediated transient transformation assay (ATTA) with
Agrobacterium carrying the expression vectors and test for effector recognition.

Goal 2 Repair of the susceptible LIP5 allele to restore potato resistance against
late blight
In S. agromonifolium LIP5 has been mapped and characterized as Rpi-agf1. It was found that this gene
is required for a strong HR response upon P. infestans colonization, limiting the size of the lesion which
indicates that it is involved in the plants defense against the pathogen. So, despite the strong resistance
and the dominant segregation, LIP5 is not a classical R gene. LIP5 encodes a protein that is present in
the membrane of multi vesicular bodies (MVBs). These are involved in the formation of intraluminal
vesicles (ILV) which play a role in cell trafficking and signaling. Additionally, LIP5 is associated with
downstream signaling and the activation of immune responses during pathogen attacks. It was found
that the only difference between the allele that makes the plant susceptible and the dominant allele
that makes the plant resistant are 2 aa in the first and the second exon of the gene. They appear to be
important in the interaction with other molecules, because they give a distinct external tertiary protein
structure. How the underlying molecular mechanism works is still unknown and under speculation. So
LIP5 is expected to be a good target for base editing, because a potato plant, with this genetic
background, can be made resistant with the potential change of only two amino acids. So, the specific
objectives for this research are:
•
•
•
•

Constructing expression vectors with the base editors in Agrobacterium and the sgRNA’s to
target the S. agromonifolium susceptible LIP5 allele.
To retrieve which of the 2 aa contribute to the resistance of S. agromonifolium against P.
infestans.
Two base editors are used, namely APOBEC1 and CDA1. This allows to test which has the
highest efficiency and effectiveness in editing the target SNP’s.
Test if susceptible S. agromonifolium leaves transiently transformed with the editing vectors
are more resistant against P. infestans.

Materials and methods
Domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
To analyze the aa sequences of rpi-chc-AC, Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2, CLC Sequence Viewer 8 was used
for alignments. The LRR domain prediction in the alleles was made by Interpro. The LRR motifs in the
LRR domain of rpi-chc-AC were predicted by the LRRfinder, which is hosted by the RVC, University of
London.

Construction of the expression vectors for domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
In order to test the designed constructs for their effector recognition in an ATTA, expression vectors
had to be made that contain the repaired allele. Based on traditional digestion ligation (DL) with AscI
and BsaI restriction sites in the alleles and the most interesting domain parts to be exchanged, primers
were designed to clone the individual fragments to be integrated in rpi-chc-AC. Therefore, different
chimeric constructs were designed with exchanges in the LRR. In the first construct most of the LRR
domain is exchanged. Subsequently smaller fragments of the LRR are exchanged to narrow down on
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the important aa to be exchanged in the different constructs. All primers were designed with a
gctaggtctcg motif in front, to allow digestion by BsaI of the PCR fragments that the primers form and
to make sticky ends. For PCR fragments that are too small (>50 bp) to amplify by PCR, primer duplexes
were designed. All primers work at an annealing temperature of 58 oC as confirmed by New England
BioLabs Tm calculator. An overview of all the constructs, PCR fragments and the primer positions can
be found in Figure 2. The primers sequences can be found in Appendix table 1. For the Phusion PCR
reaction (Table 1), rpi-chc-AC, Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 already cloned in expression vector pBINPLUSPASSA in previous research by Moñino-López, D., were used as template DNA. After positive
confirmation of all the PCR fragments on a 1% agarose gel with GeneRuler 1 kb Plus DNA-ladder by
Thermo ScientificTM as marker (M), a PCR clean-up was done with a DNA Clean & Concentrator-5 Kit by
Zymo Research, to improve the quality and purity of the fragments. Concentrations of the DNA were
measured with a Nanodrop.
Table 1. Phusion PCR reaction components for rpi-chc fragments. All the components used in a 50 μl
PCR reaction to produce the fragments required for the domain exchanges.
Components
Amount (μl)
5x Phusion Buffer
10
dNTPs (10 mM)
1
Fw primer (10 nM)
2.5
Rv primer (10 nM)
2.5
Phusion (2 U/µL)
0.5
Template DNA (10 ng/μl)
1
DMSO
1.5
MQ-water
31
Total
50
In order to make the domain exchanges, rpi-chc-AC present in the pBINPLUS-PASSA backbone
is digested with restriction enzymes BsaI and AscI depending on the part of the domain to be
exchanged (Table 2). Each sample was incubated at 37 oC for 1 h and heat inactivated at 65 oC for 10
minutes. A gel is run with EtBr (3μl/100ml) to separate the digestion products. Bands were visualized
under UV light and recovered from the gel with a Zymoclean Gel DNA Recovery Kit by Zymo Research.
To obtain higher digested plasmid concentrations, plasmids were incubated for a longer time at 37 oC
for 2 h and 16 oC overnight.
Table 2. Digestion components for digestion of rpi-chc-AC in backbone. rpi-chc-AC was digested with
restriction enzymes BsaI and AscI and the corresponding buffer depending on the construct to be made
and the fragments to be introduced.
BsaI+AscI
AscI
Components
Amount (μl) Components
Amount (μl)
10x Buffer Tango
1 10x Buffer G
1
BsaI (10 U/µL)
1 AscI (10 U/µL)
0.5
AscI (10 U/µL)
0.5 Plasmid DNA (200 ng/μl)
2
Plasmid DNA (200 ng/μl)
2 MQ-water
6.5
MQ-water
5.5
Total
10 Total
10
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With the purified plasmid and the PCR products, a digestion ligation reaction was carried out.
The backbone (50-70 ng/μl) digested with the right combination of BsaI and AscI restriction enzymes
was brought together with the PCR fragments for each construct, like for construct A::C1 4-17 (Table
3). The digested and undigested backbone was added to separate reactions to test if it would affect
the digestion ligation efficiency. The reaction was performed with a 15 cycle MoClo program. Each
cycle consisted of 5 minutes digestion at 37 oC and 5 minutes ligation at 16 oC, finished with a 10
minutes digestion at 37 oC and heat inactivation for 10 minutes at 65 oC. After heat inactivation another
0.5 μl of ATP (10 mM) and T4 ligase (5 U/µL) were added to the reaction to make sure that the ligated
fragment was introduced into the backbone and incubated 5 hours at 16 oC, then heat inactivated for
10 minutes at 65 oC.
Table 3. Digestion ligation of PCR fragments into rpi-chc-AC backbone. Example of components for
construct A::C1 4-17.
A::C1 4-17
Amount
Components
(μl)
10x Buffer Tango
1
Bsa1 (10 U/µL)
1
Asc1 (10 U/µL)
0.5
ATP 10 mM
1
DNA PCR sample 1 (278
2
ng/μl)
Backbone Bsa1 Asc1 Top (38
1
ng/μl)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
0.5
MQ-water
3
Total
10
2 μl of the reactions were transformed into E. coli Dh5α competent cells according to the
Addgene protocol for heat shock transformation. Instead of SOC medium after the heat shock, LB
medium (20 g/1000 ml) was added. The transformants were plated on LBA (20 g LB and 15 g agar/
1000 ml) plates with 1μl/ml kanamycin (50mg/ml) and incubated at 37 oC for 24 hours.
The protocol was adjusted to improve the transformation efficiency. Due to the number of the
different digestion ligation reactions, the experiment was subdivided in batches to handle the number
of different constructs. First A::C1 4-17, A::C1 4-14-2, A::C2 4-17 and A::C2 4-13 as seen in Figure 2,
would be constructed. The A::C1 and A::C2 in the construct names, indicate the exchanges between
rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 respectively. The numbers indicate the LRR motifs exchanged in
the designed constructs. In construct A::C1 4-14-2, the 2 indicates the number of the construct in case
of exchanges within multiple constructs that contain the same LRR motifs, but where different aa are
exchanged. PCR fragments would first be digested and ligated before ligation into the rpi-chc-AC
backbone. Single PCR fragments for A::C1 4-17 and A::C2 4-13 were digested for 2.5 hours at 37 oC and
heat inactivated. The PCR fragments for A::C1 4-14-2 and A::C2 4-17 consisting of multiple fragments,
were first digested and ligated with a MoClo reaction of 14 cycles and a ligation reaction was started
to make the constructs. 100ng/μl of backbone was used. The ligation reaction was incubated overnight
at 4 oC and transformed into E. coli. After colonies were selected with sterile toothpicks and grown for
one hour in a 100 μl liquid culture with kanamycin in a 96 Wells plate. Colony PCR was done to confirm
the presence of the constructs using primers to cover the exchanged fragment as seen in Figure 2.
Annealing temperatures of 58 oC and an elongation time of 1 minute per kb was used. After positive
confirmation of the constructs the selected colonies were grown for 24 h and plasmids were isolated
with a QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit. 1000 ng of plasmid was sent for sequencing with the reverse primers.
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Sub-cloning of fragments in pGEM-T Easy
A new strategy of sub-cloning was adapted, where the focus was still on constructing A::C1 4-17, A::C1
4-14-2, A::C2 4-17 and A::C2 4-13. Each of the fragments required for the constructs is still fused by
ligation if necessary, then amplified with a new PCR reaction and tested for band size on an 1% agarose
gel. The fused fragments for A::C1 4-14-2 and A::C2 4-17 were produced, but to increase the efficiency,
a temperature gradient was used to define the optimal annealing temperature of 68 oC for the primers
to produce the PCR fragments. All PCR products for the constructs were A-tailed by incubating them
72 oC for 35 min with the components in Table 4a. After A-tailing of the PCR fragments, they would be
ligated into the pGEM-T Easy backbone at 4 oC overnight (Table 4b). Concentrations for the ligation
would be calculated by the ligation calculator of the university of Duesseldorf. E. coli Dh5α were
transformed with 2 μl of ligated pGEM-T Easy vector and plated on LBA containing 100 μl of X-Gal (20
mg/ml) per 50 ml to allow for blue-white screening and 1 μl/ml of carbenicillin (100mg/ml).
Table 4. Components PGEM-T Easy ligation reaction. (a) Components for A-tailing. Final PCR DNA
concentration between 25-50 ng/μl. (b) Ligation of PCR fragments into the backbone. Final plasmid
DNA concentration between 5-10 ng/μl.
a
Components
10x DreamTaq Buffer
dNTPs (10 mM)
DreamTaq (5 U/µL)
PCR DNA (250-500 ng/μl)
MQ-water
Total
b

Amount (μl)
1
0.5
0.5
2
6
10

Components
Amount (μl)
2x Rapid Ligation Buffer
5
pGEM-T Easy (50ng/μl)
1
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
1
A-tailed PCR DNA (50-100 ng/μl)
2
MQ-water
1
Total
10
White colonies would be picked after 24 hours of incubation at 37 oC. A colony PCR with M13
primers was performed to check the presence of the PCR fragments in pGEM-T Easy. Once plasmids
were confirmed positive, liquid cultures would be grown. Glycerol stocks of the colonies were made
and the plasmids isolated. 500 ng of plasmid was sent for sequencing with M13 primers. Colonies that
were sequenced positive were used for a new digestion reaction. The pBINPLUS-PASSA backbone
containing rpi-chc-AC and the pGEM-T Easy backbone with the PCR fragment were digested separately.
After digestion a calculated optimal amount of the two backbones was put together in a ligation
reaction and left overnight at 4 oC. The next day 2 μl of the reaction was transformed into E. coli and
plated on LBA containing kanamycin. A colony PCR was performed on colonies. Primers used to amplify
the inserts in rpi-chc-AC (Fig. 2) are not specific for the PCR fragment inserted, so a restriction digestion
was performed on the colony PCR fragments to reveal whether the origin of A::C1 4-14-2 and A::C2 417 was from rpi-chc-AC or Rpi-chc-chc1 and Rpi-chc2, respectively. Restriction enzymes BsaI for Rpi8

chc1 and PvuII for Rpi-chc2 were used to confirm if the fragments were really exchanged. If the
undigested plasmid backbone was present and gave a false positive result during the colony PCR, then
digestion would cut the band into two bands. In this way, the false positive colonies were discarded.
For A::C2 4-13 this was different. Here restriction enzyme AvaI was used, which should digest the
colony PCR band in order to confirm the presence of the Rpi-chc2 exchange. Colonies, of whom the
bands were digested, were selected for sequencing. The entire exchanged fragment in the constructs
was sequenced together with the flanking sites for the positive colonies, using primers 106 and 243,
to confirm the successful exchange.

ATTA in N. benthamiana with chimeric receptors
The plasmids containing the insert were transformed in A. tumefaciens strain Agl1. 1 μl of 50ng/μl
plasmid DNA was added to 20 μl of Agrobacterium electrocompetent cells. The mixture was
transferred to cuvettes on ice. The cuvettes were electroporated immediately with a pulse of 1.4 kV.
Right after the pulse 500 μl of LB was added to the Agrobacterium and was incubated at 28 oC in the
1.5 ml Eppendorf tube for 2 hours. Subsequently they were plated on LBA plates containing 1 μl/ml
carbenicillin (100mg/ ml), 1 μl/ml chloramphenicol (25mg/ ml) and 1 μl/ml kanamycin (50mg/ml). The
colonies were grown for 72 hours at 28 oC, before they were picked, grown in a liquid culture of 100 μl
for 2 hours with the corresponding antibiotics and tested with a colony PCR to confirm the presence
of the inserts, using the same primers as for the E. coli colonies. Positively tested colonies were used
for a population stability test and to make glycerol stocks. For the population stability test, 1 μl of the
liquid culture was resuspended into 50 μl of MQ water. This was again plated on LBA with the
corresponding antibiotics. For each construct 30 colonies were picked and tested with a colony PCR if
the inserts were still present in all the descendants of a positive colony. The number of positively tested
colonies is an indicator of the stability of the construct and if the Agrobacterium is keeping the intact
plasmid.
After all the efforts undertaken to make the expression vectors only constructs A::C2 4-17 DL
and A::C2 4-13 DL were made. The DL in the name stands for digestion ligation, to prevent confusion
with the other chimeric constructs with a similar name but made with Golden Gate cloning. Other
constructs were made by Golden Gate cloning, which was used to subclone and assemble all the
fragments from the rpi-chc-AC allele and the exchange fragments for Rpi-chc1 and 2 into an expression
vector.
To start with the infiltration in N. benthamiana, liquid cultures for plant transformation were
grown according to the Agroinfiltration (ATTA) Protocol for compartment 6.19 and 6.21, based on a
protocol by Renier van der Hoorn. In addition to our own chimeric constructs, Agrobacterium with P19,
R8, Avr8, R3a, Avr3a, Rpi-chc1, Rpi-chc2 and PexRD12 effectors A1-1, A2-2, B3 and C2 were grown. All
Agrobacterium cultures grown with constructs were mixed in a 1:1 ratio with P19 and all effector and
receptors co-infiltrations were mixed in a 1:1:1 ratio with P19 before infiltration. On each plant the 2
youngest fully grown top leaves were used for infiltration. For each construct 2 leaves were infiltrated
on 2 plants as biological replicates. Additional effector and receptor controls were performed on
separate plants. During the infiltration an optical density (OD) of 0.4 was used. During subsequent
ATTA’s the OD was increased to 1. Lesions were scored after 96 hours. For the ATTA’s responses were
scored according to the scheme in Figure 12a. Sites of infiltration that did not show any response were
scored a 0. Lesions that had a full necrotic response, were scored a 5. Because 2 leaves per plant were
infiltrated and 2 biological replicates were grown, the total amount score per treatment is 20 (4*5) for
a full HR. All lesions scoring 4 or higher, are defined as necrotic which will give a score of 1 to the lesion.
This can add up to a score of 4 (4*1) for a treatment. The HR score and the necrotic score of the
treatment can give a maximum score of 80 (20*4). This number is multiplied by a factor 1.25 in order
to represent the data as a percentage.
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LIP5 base editors
Construction of base editors targeting LIP5
For the construction of the level 2 expression vectors, first level 1 plasmids had to be constructed
containing the sgRNA’s as visualized in Figure 1. The different level 1 plasmids are indicated carrying
the constructs and their corresponding position in the level 2 backbone. sgRNA’s were ordered as
primers with sticky ends, because they are 20 bp in size. The complimentary primers were mixed in
10x DreamTaq buffer and heated for 5 minutes, then cooled down at room temperature so that primer
duplexes are formed. Primer duplexes are ligated into a level 1 backbone (Fig. 1; Table 5). The different
sgRNA’s are ligated into different backbones with a 15x MoClo program, so that they can end up in the
positions 4-6 as targeted by the different sticky ends in the level 2 plasmid. Therefore, sgRNA duplexes
P1, P2.1, P2.2 as seen in Figure 1, were cloned into backbones CWM00263, CWM00264 and
CWM00265 respectively.

Figure 1. Golden Gate cloning. On top, as example sgRNA (P1), is represented that is integrated into a
level 1 plasmid for position 4. This results in the level1 with the sgRNA construct. In the middle all level
1 plasmids are represented and the constructs that are sub-cloned in them for the construction of a
level 2 plasmid. Each construct is designed in such a way that after digestion of the level 1 plasmids,
the constructs are assembled in the right orientation and order as indicated with position 1-6, in the
level 2 backbone. Position 1 contains the selection marker NPTII, position 2 the xCas9 fused to
APOBEC1 or CDA1, position 3 is empty by inserting a dummy or a GFP sequence is inserted, positions
4-6 have dummy’s or sgRNA’s depending on the level 2 construct.
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Table 5. The components for the digestion ligation reaction of the sgRNA’s into the level 1 backbone.
Components
Amount (μl)
Primer duplex (0.5 nM)
1
BsmbI (10 U/µL)
0.5
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
0.5
ATP (10mM)
1
Level 1 backbone (100ng/μl)
1
10x Tango buffer
1
MQ-water
5
Total
10
E. coli transformants with level 1 plasmids were plated on LBA plates containing 1 μl/ml
carbenicillin (100mg/ml). The backbone used makes colonies pink when they remain undigested and
white when digested. So white colonies potentially containing the sgRNA’s should be selected. A colony
PCR was performed on the colonies with primers 143 and 144 with an elongation time of 1 minute/kb
and an annealing temperature of 55 oC. Plasmids isolated from positively tested colonies were send
for sequencing with reverse primer 144. After confirmation of the presence of the sgRNA’s in the level
1 plasmids, level 2 plasmids were made with a Golden Gate reaction. All reaction components are
represented in the Appendix table 2, including all the level 1 plasmids used. A summary of the
construct names with combinations of the cytidine deaminases and the sgRNA’s is visualized in Table
6.
Table 6. Construct names with their combinations of cytidine deaminases CDA1 and APOBEC1 with
the sgRNA’s in the level 2 expression vectors. For construct C-7 the GFP insert is also included.
Construct name
A-1
A-2
A-3
A-4
A-5
A-6
C-1
C-2
C-3
C-4
C-5
C-6
C-7

Base editor
APOBEC1
APOBEC1
APOBEC1
APOBEC1
APOBEC1
APOBEC1
CDA1
CDA1
CDA1
CDA1
CDA1
CDA1
CDA1

sgRNA's
P1
P2.1
P2.2
P2.1+P2.2
P1+P2.1+P2.2
P1+P2.2
P1
P2.1
P2.2
P2.1+P2.2
P1+P2.1+P2.2
P1+P2.2
P1+P2.1+P2.2+GFP

3 μl of the Golden Gate reaction was transformed into E. coli and transformants were plated
on LBA plates containing 1 μl/ml kanamycin (50 mg/ml). A colony PCR was performed on the colonies
for the presence of the NPTII selection marker and the position of the sgRNA’s using primers 159+164
and 144+155, respectively. An elongation time of 1 minute/kb was used and an annealing temperature
of 56 oC. When colonies were scored positive for both PCRs, plasmids were sent for sequencing with
primers 144 and 155 that covered the entire region were the sgRNA’s are positioned, to confirm that
they were present in the right orientation.
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Once confirmed positive for the sequencing, expression vectors were transformed into A. tumefaciens
Agl1. Colonies were grown on LBA plates containing 1 μl/ml carbenicillin (100mg/ml), 1 μl/ml
chloramphenicol (25mg/ml) and 1 μl/ml kanamycin (50mg/ml). A colony PCR was performed on the
colonies for the presence of the sgRNA’s with primers 144 and 155. Positive colonies were tested for
population stability.

Results
Domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
Construction of the expression vectors for domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
The LRR domain of rpi-chc-AC performs an important role in the recognition of P. infestans effectors
but does not recognize effectors from the PexRD12 effector family in potato cultivars Altus and
Colomba, because it is not functional. The rpi-chc-AC allele was compared to the alleles from S.
chacoense that do recognize effectors from the PexRD12 family, to find targets for the repair of the
non-functional allele in potato. Rpi-chc1 recognizes effectors from class A1 and A2 and Rpi-chc2
recognizes effectors from class B and C. Before starting with base editing the amino acids that are
important for recognition of the effectors must be identified, because it is too complicated to use it as
a tool to identify these amino acids. Therefore, it is more straight forward to use traditional digestion
ligation reactions to exchange a larger part of the LRR sequence from rpi-chc-AC with the part of the
LRR domains from Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 to repair the allele.
The LRR domain is predicted to start from aa position 575 onwards in rpi-chc-AC by InterPro.
More than 50 aa differences are found between rpi-chc-AC, Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 in the LRR domain.
Also, an identity score is found between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 of 97 % and 97.2 %
respectively. Previous research (Moñino-López, D. personal communication) has shown that by
exchanging a sequence of 400 bp in the LRR domain of rpi-chc-RH with Rpi-chc2, which contains 8
differential aa, can restore the recognition of late blight effectors. Therefore, sequence exchange
should focus on this region. The same counts for an exchange of 1200 bp in the LRR domain between
rpi-chc-RH and Rpi-chc1. This domain exchange is also expected to restore the recognition of effectors
in rpi-chc-AC. These parts of the domain in Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 are likely responsible for effector
recognition and will be exchanged in rpi-chc-AC. Still a combination of aa in these domains is
responsible for the recognition of effectors. Most of the aa are clustered in the LRR domain and quite
a few aa have residues with similar properties. So, the focus is on the aa that differ between the alleles,
that have residues with distinct properties. Therefore, different constructs are designed that contain
parts of the LRR domain that are decreasing is size, to find the smallest sequences from Rpi-chc1 and
Rpi-chc2 that can restore effector recognition by rpi-chc-AC. A list of different constructs was made
with exchanges between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 (Fig. 2a, b).
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b
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Figure 2. Designed domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC. The designed construct for the domain exchanges
in the LRR of rpi-chc-AC with Rpi-chc1 (a) and the exchanges with Rpi-chc2 (b). For each construct the
promotor, the gene with the different CNL domains and the terminator are indicated. At the top of the
constructs the used restriction sites are indicated. At the bottom the primers and their direction are
given. Below the construct the expected sizes are given of PCR fragments produced by the primers,
who are exchanged into the rpi-chc-AC backbone. All fragments have a number which link to the
numbers of the fragments in Figure 4. In front of the constructs the name is given, where the A in the
name indicates the rpi-chc-AC allele background (orange in the figure), C1 indicates the Rpi-chc1
exchange (blue) and C2 the Rpi-chc2 exchange (pink). The numbers in the names refer to the predicted
leucine rich repeats that are exchanged (Fig. 3). The last numbers in constructs A::C1 4-14-1, A::C1 414-2, A::C2 10-13-1, A::C2 10-13-2, A::C2 10-13-3 are there to give distinct names to the construct that
contain the same LRRs, but where different aa are exchanged.

MNYCLPLSTLQTTTKRRLTLRRLWCRGRRLCEGANTTMADPVIGATVQVLLEKLISLTIEEVNSSRDFNKDLEMLTQ
NVSLIQAFIHDVETPQVEKQQSIEQWLNRLERVAEDAENVFDRFRYESLKTKVVRSPLKKVSGFFSHTAFKRKMSQKI
NNINKELMAINKVAKDLGLQSLMVPSRKILPIRETDSLVVASDIVGRDLDVAEIKEKILNMRKEDVVLSTIPIVGMGG
LGKTTVAKRIYNDEHIKQIFEKRIWLCLPEMSETKCFLEQILESLIERRIEVERRDIIVKKLQDELRGKKYLLVLDDLWCV
DSTSWHEFVDTLRGINTSRGNCILVTTRMKRVASTVATDLHILGKLTEDHCWSIFKQKAFVDGRVPEELASMGNKIV
KMCQGLPLAASALGGLLHNKEKHEWQAILDGSLLVAGEDDNGENSIKKILKLSYDYLPSPHLKKCFAYFAMFPKDY
MFEKDQLIQLWMAEGFLRPSQEIPVMEDVGHRFFQILLQNSLLQDVVLDEHNTITHYKMHDLVHDLAGDILKSRLF
DPKGDNGEKLSQVRYFGCESPTDQIDKIYEPERLCTLFWRSNYTSKDMLLNFKFLRVLDLSSSGIKELSAKMGKLIYLR
YLDLSNTEITALPNSICELYNLQTFRVINCFSLQKLPYEMRNMISLRHIYYTSVDETSGHWGGWCLHNEHFQIPLNM
GQLTSLQTLKFFKVGLEKGRQIEELGHLKNLRGELTINGLQLVCDKEEARTAYLHDKPNICKLAYLWSHDESEGCEIN
DEHVLDGLQPHPNLKTLAVVDYLGTKFPSWFSEESLPNLVKLKLSGSKRCKEIPSLGQLKFLRHLELIGFHELECIGPAL
DGVEIRNIGSNSIIQVFPSLKELVLEDMRSLIEWKGDEVGVRMSPRLEKLRITDCPLLKSIPNQFEILRQLEIRGVDSE
MPLLNLCSNLTSLVKLSVYDMKELTCLPDEILRNNVSLQQITIFNCGEFRELPQSLYNLHSLKRLDIYNCTNFSSLPVPN
GDNYLTSLEFFFLYNCNGLISLPIGMLDQCRSLEFLCVSCCNNLVSFPLHVWEMPSFSFLDITECPKLISVPKVGLHHL
TGLLRLGIGPFSEMVDFDAFQLIFNGIQQLLSLRDLEVYGRGHWDSLPYQIMQLSDLREITIADFGIEALPPRLDNLTS
LESLTLVRCKQLQHLNFSDAMPKLRLLCISDCPLLEALSDGLGNLVSLEELYLHDCEKLEHLPSRDAMRRLTKLWNMI
KGCPKLEESFTNYSQWSKISHISNIELGGRRRTTVSLGFSFTY
Figure 3. LRR motif prediction in rpi-chc-AC. The leucine rich repeats highlighted in yellow in the
protein sequence of rpi-chc-AC as predicted by LRRfinder ("LRR Search Tool and Database", 2020). A
total of 17 LRR motifs are predicted. LRR motifs 4-17 are predicted to be present in the LRR domain.
In order to construct the expression vectors for the domain exchanges in the LRR of rpi-chcAC, PCR fragments as represented in Figure 2 were amplified at an annealing temperature of 58 oC. All
fragments were checked for their size on a 1% agarose gel (Fig. 4) and this resulted in the right
fragments. For the cloning of the PCR fragments into the pBINPLUS-PASSA, digestion with restriction
enzymes BsaI and AscI and ligation, with the digested and undigested backbone and the PCR fragments
to be introduced was done. Upon transformation of the plasmids in E. coli Dh5α this resulted in hardly
any colonies for all constructs. The few colonies on the plates were tested with a colony PCR, using the
primers from Figure 2 to cover the exchanged fragment. If the construct was tested positive for the
PCR the exchange was sequenced with forward primer 217. None of the colonies were positive for the
presence of the chimeric constructs.
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This led to the division of the constructs into batches to be made, because the size of the
experiment and number of digestion ligation (DL) reactions was too big in case of low efficiency. The
first batch consisted of constructs A::C1 4-17 DL and A::C1 4-14-2 DL for the exchange with Rpi-chc1
and A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL to be made for the exchange with Rpi-chc2. All constructs are
named DL, because they are made with traditional digestion ligation. For constructs A::C1 4-17 DL and
A::C2 4-17 DL, which required the introduction of 2 PCR fragments instead of 1, the PCR fragments
were first ligated together. So that the digestion ligation reaction was split in different sub-reactions,
to increase the efficiency of the final reaction. All PCR fragment were ligated into the backbone of rpichc-AC to make the 4 constructs and transformed into E. coli. After colony PCR and sequencing it was
confirmed that the constructs were not present in the plasmids, only undigested backbones.

Figure 4. PCR for domain exchange PCR fragments. All 23 PCR fragments according to the schematic
overview in Figure 2a, b. All bands in the upper part of the gel match the expected size except band
13, 20 and 22, which were performed again. The bands at the bottom of the gel have the right size.
Lane 15 is empty. M represents the DNA-ladder. Fragment 24-26 are not represented, because they
are duplexes formed with complimentary primers.

Sub-cloning of fragments in pGEM-T Easy
The digestion ligation was proven not to be successful under the tested experimental conditions. Due
to low efficiency the switch to sub-cloning was made and the same batch of construct was selected for
this cloning strategy. In order to focus on the constructs that resulted in the successful construction of
an expression vector, the results for constructs A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL will be shown. The
fusion of the PCR product for A::C1 4-17 DL was done again and checked on a 1% agarose gel to see
how efficient the cloning of the fragment with a new Phusion PCR was and if the ligation worked. Figure
5a shows that the target bands at 2950 bp are faint and that there are several off-targets. A
temperature gradient was made for the annealing temperature of the primers in order to improve the
formation of the target band and the removal of off-targets (Fig. 5b). 68 oC resulted in the best band.
The PCR reaction was done again for this temperature and the band. PCR fragments for A::C2 4-17 DL
and A::C2 4-13 DL were ligated into the pGEM-T Easy backbone, which was transformed into E. coli. A
colony PCR of white colonies confirmed that 2 colonies contained the fragment for A::C2 4-17 DL and
5 were positive for A::C2 4-13 DL (Fig. 6a, b). Sequencing with M13 primers confirmed that the desired
inserts were present.
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a

b

Figure 5. Phusion gradient PCR A::C2 4-17 DL. (a)The fused PCR fragments (2950 bp) for A::C2 4-17 DL
were multiplied with a second PCR at 58 oC. At this annealing temperature several off-target bands
appeared. (b) An annealing temperature gradient determined that 68 oC was the better temperature.
As temperature rises the primer specificity increases. M represents the DNA-ladder.

a

b

Figure 6. Colony PCR A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL in pGEM-T Easy. (a) Out of all white colonies
selected 2 colonies are tested positive for the presence of the PCR fragment for A::C2 4-17 DL cloned
in pGEM-T Easy at 2950 bp. (b) With bands at 950 bp, the 5 colonies in the middle are tested positive
for construct A::C2 4-13 DL for containing the PCR fragment. M represents the DNA-ladder.
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A new digestion ligation reaction was done for A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL where the pGEM-T
Easy backbone with the PCR fragments and the rpi-chc-AC backbone pBINPLUS-PASSA were brought
together in a reaction after digestion with the restriction enzymes AscI and BsaI. A control 1% agarose
gel was run for the digestion efficiency of the pGEM-T Easy backbone with PCR fragment for A::C2 413 DL and the pBINPLUS-PASSA backbone. The digestion efficiency of pBINPLUS-PASSA was low and
high for pGEM-T Easy (Fig. 7a). However, the bands that appeared did not have the expected size for
the insert in pGEM-T Easy, which should be 950 bp. The scored band was smaller. A double band is
detected around 1450 bp, because 2 BsaI sites are present in the pGEM-T Easy backbone. So, for A::C2
4-13 DL no constructs that would be positively tested were expected. After transformation of the
plasmids into E. coli, both A::C2 4-17 DL (Fig. 7b) and A::C2 4-13 DL (Fig. 7c) had positive colonies for
the fragment at 2950 bp and 950 bp respectively, after testing with a colony PCR.
Primers that were used during the colony PCR were not specific for the exchanged fragment
and can also anneal to the undigested rpi-chc-AC allele. Therefore, a restriction digestion was done for
both A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL to identify the origin of the PCR results. Restriction enzyme PvuII
was used to digest the bands of rpi-chc-AC origin, thus, to identify the positive colonies. AvaI was used
to digest bands of Rpi-chc2 origin and to confirm the presence of the A::C2 4-13 DL construct. This
resulted in 2 undigested colonies for A::C2 4-17 DL (Fig. 8a), which indicates that the desired chimeric
plasmid had been formed and most colonies were digested for A::C2 4-13 DL (Fig. 8b), which also
indicates the formation of the desired chimeric construct. Sequencing of the inserts with their flanking
sites in the expression vectors, confirmed the presence of the exchanged fragments in the rpi-chc-AC
backbone for both constructs.

a

b

c

Figure 7. Colony PCR A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL in the rpi-chc-AC backbone. (a) rpi-chc-AC

backbone digestion (B) and pGEM-T Easy carrying A::C2 4-13 DL (pG) digestion with BsaI. The rpi-chcAC backbone digestion is low, the upper band with the plasmid is bright and the band at 950 bp is faint.
For pGEM-T Easy a band at 950 bp is expected. Digestion results in a band at 700 bp and a double band
around 1450 bp. (b) 6 out of 8 colonies were tested positive for the construct A::C2 4-17 DL carrying
the PCR fragment of 2950 bp. (c) Bands at 950 bp for colonies carrying A::C2 4-13 DL are all tested
positive. The DNA-ladder (M) in the middle leaked into the buffer.
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Figure 8. Restriction digestion A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL. (a) 2 colonies are tested positive after
colony PCR restriction digestion with PvuII. Single bands (2950 bp) contain the PCR fragment from Rpichc2, digestion resulting is 2 bands are false positive colonies that have the undigested rpi-chc-AC
backbone. (b) All colonies with a double band at 450 bp and 500 bp are positive after digestion with
AvaI, which contain the PCR fragment from Rpi-chc2. Undigested bands are false positive colonies that
have the undigested rpi-chc-AC backbone. The second colony is heterozygous and likely contains two
plasmids. M represents the DNA-ladder.
After positive confirmation of chimeric constructs, A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL, both
plasmids were transformed into A. tumefaciens strain Agl1 by electroporation. Colonies were tested
with a colony PCR. For A::C2 4-17 DL a band of 2950 bp was expected (Fig. 9a). However, the band
visualized is around 1 kb. By mistake, this construct was scored positive and used during the further
ATTA experiments, while it is certain that this construct transformed in Agrobacterium, can never be
the right construct. For A::C2 4-13 DL, the presence of the right construct was confirmed with the
presence of bands at 950 bp (Fig. 9b). By mistake a colony of A::C2 4-17 DL was selected and a positive
colony of A::C2 4-13 DL was selected and regrown for a population stability test. 30 colonies were
tested with a colony PCR for population stability. This confirmed the stability of construct A::C2 4-13
DL, because all colonies had all the same bands as the original colony (Fig. 10). For A::C2 4-17 DL all
colonies have the same off-target band as the original colony.
a

b

Figure 9. Colony PCR A. tumefaciens Agl1 carrying A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL. (a) Bands are expected

at 2950 bp for construct A::C2 4-17 DL, but instead bands around 1 kb are present. (b) Bands are
present at 950 bp for A::C2 4-13 DL, confirming the presence of the construct. The empty wells with
pale bands are failed colony PCR reactions for construct A::C2 4-17 DL. The new results can be seen in
(a). M represents the DNA-ladder.
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Figure 10. Population stability test A. tumefaciens Agl1 carrying A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL. A

population stability test was performed on 30 colonies. For A::C2 4-17 DL bands are expected at 2950
bp, but as already confirmed by the colony PCR in Figure 8a, this band is not there. Instead a band
appears at 1kb and all colonies have the off-target band. For A::C2 4-13 DL the right band of 950 bp
appears in all the tested colonies, indicating that the population is stable. M represents the DNAladder.
After all the effort of trying to make the construct with digestion ligation, only 2 constructs,
namely A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL were made, of which only A::C2 4-13 DL was successfully
transformed into Agrobacterium. Some of the other construct were made with Golden Gate cloning
by Daniel Moñino-López. He managed to sub-clone the different PCR fragments to be exchanged and
the rest of the fragments belonging to rpi-chc-AC and ligate them back together in an expression
vector. Like this he made constructs A::C1 4-17, A::C1 4-14-2, A::C1 9-14 and A::C1 10-14 for the
exchanges between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1 and constructs A::C2 4-17, A::C2 4-13 and A::C2 14-17 for
the exchange between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2. All were sequenced to confirm the correctness of the
sequence. By sequencing it was found that A::C1 10-14 contained a deletion of a single bp in a primer
where the 2 last fragments are ligated back together. This leads to an early stop codon, which will
translate into a truncated chimeric receptor.

ATTA in N. benthamiana with chimeric receptors
The moment that all chimeric constructs were transformed into Agrobacterium and confirmed, N.
benthamiana plants could be infiltrated. For this the Agroinfiltration Protocol was used to grow
Agrobacterium. During the first ATTA in N. benthamiana, all chimeric constructs were co-infiltrated
with the effector constructs A1-1, A2-2, B3 and C2 and controls were included. An OD of 0,4 was used.
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96 h after infiltration no lesions could be scored, because there was hardly any response. The positive
controls did not cause any HR responses. This was the same for the chimeric construct that were coinfiltrated with the effectors.
To improve the HR, the silencing suppressor P19 was used, because in previous research this
had a positive effect on the development of HR. The OD was increased from 0,4 to 1 to force a response
at the sites of infiltration. The strategy with P19 worked and HR was recorded. The entire ATTA
experiment is too large to be shown by representative pictures of the leaves. Therefore, Figure 11 is
representative for how the infiltration looked like and how the setup was for the controls and the coinfiltrations of chimeric receptors with the effectors. So, each leaf had a positive control on top, a
negative control consisting of the chimeric construct and the chimeric construct in combination with
the effector constructs A1-1, A2-2, B3 and C2. Controls were performed on different plants with only
1 biological replicate instead of 2 like in case of the chimeric constructs.
To confirm the results, the entire ATTA was repeated. This time Rpi-chc1 was included, which
was excluded during the previous ATTA, because of poor growth of the liquid culture. The number of
biological replicates for the controls was increased to two control plants, to add more power to the
results. Also controls which were co-infiltrated with and without P19 were included to exclude
environmental effects on the failing of the ATTA experiment where P19 was not co-infiltrated. For the
ATTA experiments, responses were scored according to the scheme in Figure 12a.

Figure 11. Experimental setup ATTA and results of infiltration with construct A::C2 4-17. This N.
benthamiana leaf which was infiltrated with construct A::C2 4-17 visualizes the infiltration setup. In
the upper left corner, the positive control Rpi-chc2 + C2 (R gene + effector) and to the upper right the
negative control A::C2 4-17 (chimeric R gene). The 4 lower infiltrations represent the co-infiltration of
the chimeric construct with the effectors A1-1, A2-2, C2 and B3. For A::C2 4-17, the positive control
and effector B3 and C2 result in a HR response. The negative control does not show a response. A mild
chlorotic response can be seen at the infiltration sites of the effectors A1-1 and A2-2.
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For the domain exchanges between rpi-chc- AC and Rpi-chc1 chimeric constructs A::C1 4-17,
A::C1 4-14-2, A::C1 9-14 and A::C1 10-14 were tested for their effector recognition during ATTA’s (Fig.
12b, c). The only chimeric construct that was able to recognize effectors was construct A::C1 4-17, with
the exchange of the second half of the LRR domain. Effectors A1-1 and A2-2 were both recognized and
triggered a HR response. Constructs A::C1 4-14-2, A::C1 9-14 and A::C1 10-14 did not recognize any of
the effectors. A::C1 10-14 is a truncated receptor of the originally designed receptor and is not
expected to recognize any effector.
For the domain exchanges between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2 chimeric constructs A::C2 4-17,
A::C2 4-13, A::C2 14-17, A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL were tested (Fig. 12b, c). Constructs A::C2 417 and A::C2 4-13 can recognize effectors B3 and C2. A::C2 14-17 can recognize effector B3. For
constructs A::C2 4-13 and A::C2 14-17 sometimes weak recognition of effector A2-2 was observed,
something that was not expected. Also, the response of A::C2 4-13 was low towards effector C2.
For constructs A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL the same response as for constructs A::C2 4-17 and
A::C2 4-13 can be expected, for they should be the same in sequence. However, A::C2 4-17 DL did not
recognize effectors B3 and C2, but construct A::C2 4-13 DL did recognize them. If the results from the
colony PCR of construct A::C2 4-17 DL are taken into consideration (Fig. 9a) then the recognition by
this chimeric receptor cannot expected, because it was never tested positive.
Controls for recognition of effectors by functional alleles Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 were included.
Rpi-chc1 recognizes A1-1 and A2-2 and Rpi-chc2 recognizes B3 and C2. However, Rpi-chc2 showed a
few cases of auto-responses and unexpected recognition of effector A2-2. The responses are not
always strong. Effector controls, where only Agrobacterium with effector constructs were infiltrated,
were not responsive just like P19 controls. Extra positive control combinations R3a+Avr3a and R8+Avr8
gave positive results, but the results were not always as strong as expected.
Positive controls with Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 co-infiltrated with and without P19 gave varying
results (Fig. 12c). For Rpi-chc2 + C2 no difference can be seen between the co-infiltration of P19 and
the absence of P19 in the response, because a HR was recorded for both. For Rpi-chc1 + A1-1, P19 had
a positive effect on the HR response in contrast to the absence of P19, but also a strong auto-response
was recorded for Rpi-chc1 without P19.
a
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Construct (C)
A::C1 4-17
A::C1 4-14-2
A::C1 9-14
A::C1 10-14

Only construct

R3a + Avr3a
0
0
0
0

Only construct
A::C2 4-17
A::C2 4-13
A::C2 14-17
A::C2 4-17 DL
A::C2 4-13 DL
Rpi-chc2

0
0
0
0
0
25
p19

Control effectors*

0
R3a

Control receptors*

0

75
0
11,25
35
Rpi-chc2 + C2
67,5
100
95
90
67,5
25
R3a + Avr3a
80
R3a + AvrR3a
15

C + A1-1
63,75
0
0
0
C + A1-1
0
0
0
0
0
8,75
A1-1
0
R8 + Avr8
40

C + A2-2

C + B3
85
0
0
0

C + A2-2

C + C2
8,75
0
0
0

C + B3
0
0
8,75
0
0
0

A2-2

C + C2
100
56,25
56,25
0
90
85

B3
0

Avr3a

12,5
0
0
0
67,5
56,25
8,75
0
56,25
95
C2

0
Avr8

0

0
R8

0

0

c
Construct (C)
A::C1 4-17
A::C1 4-14-2
A::C1 9-14
A::C1 10-14
A::C2 4-17
A::C2 4-13
A::C2 14-17
A::C2 4-17 DL
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Rpi-chc1
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0
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0
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0
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0
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0
Rpi-chc2
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35
85
35
63,75
85
80
60
80
56,25
80
35

35
85
0
5
8,75
Rpi-chc2+C2+p19 Rpi-chc2+C2 Rpi-chc1+A1-1+p19 Rpi-chc1+A1-1 Rpi-chc1
0
30
32,5
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63,75

Figure 12. Scores of the ATTA lesions 96 hours past infiltration (hpi). (a) The scorings given according
to the severity of the HR response of a lesion after infiltration. 0 indicates that no response is visualized
and 5 indicates that all the leaf tissue has become necrotic. (b) Scores of the different construct tested
during ATTA and their controls represented as a percentage. * indicates that only 1 biological control
was infiltrated. (c) Scores of the different construct tested for the repetition of the ATTA setup in (b)
and their controls represented as a percentage.

Identifying aa responsible for effector recognition by chimeric receptors
In order to find the essential differences between the different chimeric constructs that were made,
the constructs were aligned and the regions that were exchanged between rpi-chc-AC, Rpi-chc1 and
Rpi-chc2 were compared. All differential aa were summarized in Figure 13a. During the two successful
ATTA’s it was visualized that construct A::C1 4-17 can recognize effectors A1-1 and A2-2, but none of
the other constructs with domain exchanges with Rpi-chc1, is able to recognize any of these effectors.
At the terminal end of the LRR in Rpi-chc1, 6 aa are found in a cluster with different residues that are
all solvent exposed according to the LRRfinder. In Figure 13a, these 6 aa are indicated in red in for
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construct A::C1 4-17, holding aa positions 1176-1295. The aa in the second and third position (1209
and 1212) of this cluster, are present in LRR number 15 (Fig. 3). These aa are only exchanged in A::C1
4-17 and therefore predicted to be associated with the recognition of the effectors A1-1 and A2-2.
For the exchanges between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2, constructs A::C2 4-17 and A::C2 4-13
were able to recognize effectors B3 and C2. A::C2 14-17 can recognize B3. In the alignment between
rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2, all aa that have different residue properties are predicted to be solvent
exposed according to the LRRfinder except the aa in position 1061. Construct A::C2 4-13 is the smallest
exchange made that can recognize effectors B3 and C2. Here a cluster of 5 aa holding positions 866935 have different properties that can contribute to this recognition of the effectors in a rpi-chc-AC
background. They are solvent exposed and 2 aa, the second and third position (873 and 878) (Fig. 13a)
of this cluster are present in LRR motif number 10 (Fig. 3). Also, interesting, is exchange A::C2 14-17,
that has an exchange in the terminal part of the LRR which leads to B3 recognition. However, in
previous research by Daniel Moñino-López, a construct like A::C2 14-17 was made in a rpi-chc-RH
background instead of a rpi-chc-AC background. This RH exchange did not lead to the recognition of
B3. So, the background of the exchange is important for the recognition. An alignment between rpichc-AC, rpi-chc-RH and Rpi-chc2 in the LRR domain downstream of the exchange with Rpi-chc2 for
construct A::C2 14-17 was made, which potentially elucidates why B3 can be recognized in a rpi-chcAC background. 5 aa in a cluster (position 989-1059), with different residues can be found in alleles
rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2, but these aa are not present in rpi-chc-RH (Fig. 13b). The sequence similarity
in this region, downstream of the exchange in A::C2 14-17, for rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2 might explain
why only the exchange of the distal end of the LRR in A::C2 14-17 can restore the recognition of B3 in
an rpi-chc-AC background, but not in an rpi-chc-RH background. Rpi-chc-AC has a higher similarity to
Rpi-chc2 directly downstream of the exchange in A::C2 14-17. Furthermore, 4 aa in the cluster, found
downstream of the exchange are in LRR motifs 12,13 and 14 and 4 aa are solvent exposed (Fig. 3; Fig.
13b).
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a
aa positions
757
Q
Q
R
R
R
R
R

865
F
F
F
L
L
L
L

866
Y
Y
Y
D
Y
Y
D

870
M
M
M
I
I
I
I
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I
I
I
I
T
T
I

878
I
I
I
I
N
N
I

887
K
K
K
K
E
E
E

891
K
K
K
K
E
E
E

894
R
R
R
R
H
H
R

911
G
G
G
G
G
G
R

935
Q
Q
Q
Q
E
E
Q

937
K
K
K
K
E
E
E

939
T
T
T
T
R
R
R

961
R
R
R
R
S
S
S

965
K
K
K
K
N
N
K

975
M
M
M
M
I
I
I

A::C1 4-17
A::C1 4-14
A::C1 9-14
A::C1 10-14
A::C2 4-17
A::C2 4-13
A::C2 14-17

986
I
I
I
I
T
T
T

1007
R
R
R
R
K
K
K

1036
C
C
C
C
Y
Y
F

1038
H
H
H
H
Y
Y
Y

1046
I
I
I
I
I
I
L

1056
S
S
S

1058
V
V
V
V
E
E
E

1061
N
N
N
N
h
C
h

1073
V
V
V
V
L
L
L

1091
L
L
L
L
F
F
F

1093
Y
Y
Y
Y
F
F
F

1095
L
L
L
L
D
D
D

1097
S
S
S
S
R
T
R

1107
V
L
L
L
L
L

1108
R
R
R
S
R
S

1110
G
G
G
A
G
A

A::C1 4-17
A::C1 4-14
A::C1 9-14
A::C1 10-14
A::C2 4-17
A::C2 4-13
A::C2 14-17

1140
E
E
E
A
E
A

1154
L
I
I
L
I
L

1159
D
D
D
N
D
N

1176
T
R
R
R
R
R

1188
V
V
V
E
V
E

1193
Q
Q
Q
R
Q
R

1209
W
C
C
W
C
W

1212
R
S
S
S
S
S

1217
L
L
L
V
L
V

1236
H
H
H
Q
H
Q

1243
H
H
H
L
H
L

1260
R
G
G
G
G
G

1291
W
R
R
W
R
W

1295
A
T
T
A
T
A

1296
I
V
V
I
V
I

1304
F
Y
Y
F
Y
F

Recognised effectors
A1-1+A2-2
B3+C2
B3+C2
B3

Chimeric Construct
A::C1 4-17
A::C1 4-14
A::C1 9-14
A::C1 10-14
A::C2 4-17
A::C2 4-13
A::C2 14-17

A1-1+A2-2
B3+C2
B3+C2
B3

A1-1+A2-2
B3+C2
B3+C2
B3

b
Allele
Rpi-chc2
rpi-chc-Altus
rpi-chc-RH
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989
N
N
E

1007
k
k
Y

1024
N
N
K

1033
E
E
I

1036
Y
F
F

1038
Y
Y
H

1046
I
L
I

1056
S
S
S

1058
E
E
E

1059
F
F
Y

Figure 13. Alignment of the differential aa between the tested chimeric constructs. (a) Alignment of the constructs tested during the ATTA transformations.
The focus is on differential aa between the sequences in the exchanged part of the LRR in rpi-chc-AC. The alignment starts at the top-right and end in the
bottom-left. Yellow indicates the sequence originating from Rpi-chc1, green originates from rpi-chc-AC, blue from Rpi-chc2 and white from rpi-chc-RH. The aa
indicated in red are different between rpi-chc-AC and the exchanged fragment and have residues with different properties. Capital red letters are solvent
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exposed, small red letters are buried residues. Letters are bold when the aa can be found in LRR motifs.
Each aa is numbered to indicate the position in the protein. All aa positions correspond to the aligned
alleles using Rpi-chc2 as reference sequence. (b) Alignment of Rpi-chc2 with the rpi-chc-AC and rpichc-RH (orange) background in chimeric construct A::C2 14-17. In red the aa that are likely responsible
for the recognition of effector B3, the aa numbers refer to the corresponding positions in the alignment
in (a).

LIP5 base editors
Susceptible and resistant allele alignment and sgRNA design
Susceptible (S3) and resistant allele (R1) of LIP5 from potato are compared to visualize the differences
in nucleotides and aa to find targets for base editing. Differences between the alleles are found in the
first 200 bp, resulting in 3 SNPs (Fig. 14a). Of these 3 SNPs, only 2 lead to a change in aa (Fig. 14b). This
indicates that only two nucleotides in two positions need to be changed from a C to a T. So, to use
cytidine base editors two different sgRNA’s need to be designed. Therefore, PAM motifs must be
picked, that are suitable for the editing window of the enzyme complex. The new enhanced xCas9 is
used, which has a broad range of PAM specificity and can efficiently use NGG as a PAM (Hu et al.,
2018). The xCas9 is fused to a cytidine deaminase to change a C-G base pair into a T-A.
a

b
SNP
SNP1
SNP2
SNP3

Allele
S3
R1
S3
R1
S3
R1

Codon
CCA
CTA
TCG
TCT
CTT
TTT

aa
Proline (P)
Leucine (L)
Serine (S)
Serine (S)
Leucine (L)
Phenylalanine (F)

Figure 14. Sequence alignment of susceptible (S3) and resistant (R1) LIP5 alleles. (a) Only the first
part of the alignment with the differences in base pairs is shown. Three SNPs are found in total (in the
red box) with in the green box, the codon with the SNP. (b) The SNPs found between the two alleles
(in bold) and their codon sequence. Subsequently their belonging aa. Green indicated that the
sequence results in a similar aa and red indicates a change in aa.
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Figure 15. The cytidine base editor (CBE). A cytidine deaminase linked to a Cas9 protein, that turns a
C-G into a T-A base pair (C. Komor, 2020).
sgRNA’s to target the SNPs for editing were designed according to the available PAM motifs
that can efficiently be used by xCas9. The xCas9 fused to the cytidine deaminase, uses the PAM to bind
to the DNA and guide itself to the target SNP with the sgRNA like in Figure 15, where a CBE is fused to
a Cas9. The base to be edited should be in the editing window of 2-8 bases at the distal end
downstream of the PAM. This is the case for the sgRNA’s that will guide the xCas9 to position 1 (P1)
and position 2-2 (P2.2) (Fig. 16). Position 2-1 (P2.1) is an experimentally designed sgRNA, because in
general a cytidine deaminase will edit a base on the coding strand were the Cas9 attaches to the PAM
(Fig. 15). However, the target base is located outside of the editing window with 2 bases, of the cytidine
deaminase and located on the opposite strand. There is no literature that can confirm the editing of a
SNP in such a position as for the target of P2.1, or literature that defines the capacity of base editors
to edit outside of the editing window to edit the opposite strand. So sgRNA P2.1 is designed to explore
whether the editing of this target is possible.

Position 1 (P1)
5’-ACAGCTTCCTATTGCTTGGTCGTTTCGAGGATAATGGCATGGAAGTTGCGCGGCTACTCAACGTCTTTGTGCTTGGAGAGCA-3’
ACCAGCAAAGCTCCTATTAC
3’-TGTCGAAGGATAACGAACCAGCAAAGCTCCTATTACCGTACCTTCAACGCGCCGATGAGTTGCAGAAACACGAACCTCTCGT-5’

Position 2-1 (P2.1)
5’-TACTCGCATGTTTTTGGTGATCAAGGTAGGAACAAAGCGAATATTTAGTTGAACTCTTCCTATTCTTCAGTGACTTTAACCCCG-3’
GATCAAGGTAGGAACAAAGC
3’-ATGAGCGTACAAAAACCACTAGTTCCATCCTTGTTTCGCTTATAAATCAACTTGAGAAGGATAAGAAGTCACTGAAATTGGGGC-5’

Position 2-2(P2.2)
5’-TACTCGCATGTTTTTGGTGATCAAGGTAGGAACAAAGCGAATATTTAGTTGAACTCTTCCTATTCTTCAGTGACTTTAACCCCG-3’
GCTTATAAATCAACTTGAGA
3’-ATGAGCGTACAAAAACCACTAGTTCCATCCTTGTTTCGCTTATAAATCAACTTGAGAAGGATAAGAAGTCACTGAAATTGGGGC-5’
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Figure 16. sgRNA’s and their target base. The coding strand is represented in blue and at the top the
opposite strand. The sgRNA’s are the short sequences between the two strands in green. Also indicated
in green, the sequence where the sgRNA binds to the opposite strand. In yellow the target base to be
edited is indicated on the leading strand and in the sgRNA. The PAM motif is indicated in red.
Construction of base editors targeting LIP5
For the construction of the level 1 plasmids with the designed sgRNA’s, duplexes were formed with
the primers and ligated into the level 1 and transformants were grown. All the plates had mostly white
colonies, indicating that the plasmids had been digested and that the construct was there. White
colonies were picked, and a colony PCR was performed (Fig. 17). All colonies were tested positive and
therefore sequenced, which confirmed the presence of the sgRNA’s in the level 1 plasmids.
a

b

Figure 17. Colony PCR sgRNA’s. Bands of the sgRNA in the lvl1 plasmid with the flanking sites produced
by the primers. Bands are expected at 600 bp. (a) All colonies out of 5 are tested positive for the sgRNA
P1. (b) All colonies out of 12 are tested positive for the sgRNA’s P2.1 and P2.2. M represents the DNAladder.
Level 2 expression plasmids (Appendix table 2), were made in a Golden Gate cloning digestion
ligation reaction and plasmids were transformed in E. coli Dh5α. Colonies were picked and tested for
the presence of the NPTII selection marker and the presence of the sgRNA’s (Fig. 18). For the construct
C-7 (Table 6), which contains a sequence encoding GFP, the presence of this sequence was also tested.
The colony PCR tested all the colonies positive for the presence of the NPTII selection marker and the
sgRNA’s. Plasmids were isolated from positively tested colonies and sent for sequencing, which
confirmed presence and the correct orientation of sgRNA’s in the level 2 expression vectors.
Plasmids were transformed into A. tumefaciens Agl1 and colonies were tested for the presence
of the sgRNA’s in a colony PCR and this resulted in all the colonies to be positive (Fig. 19). A remarkable
detail is that the colonies that carried plasmids with APOBEC1 showed a lot of variation in size and they
were much smaller on average than the colonies that carried CDA1. From a positive colony a new plate
was grown with colonies. For each construct 30 colonies were tested for population stability. For the
colonies with expression vectors containing CDA1 all colonies except the control construct with GFP,
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were tested stable and had the right band (Fig. 20a, b). For the GFP control the bands that appear are
too small (+/- 1kb) and faint. This result was confirmed by another colony PCR on 30 new colonies.
For the population stability test, regrown colonies with APOBEC1 expression vectors were
hardly present on the plates in contrast with the CDA1 constructs. Colonies grew slow and stayed small
even after 72 h of growing. APOBEC1 cultures grow slower in LB medium than CDA1 cultures. Only few
colonies were present for most APOBEC1 constructs, sometimes not enough to pick 30 colonies. Only
colonies with a single sgRNA in the vector were tested positive and stable for all colonies picked (Fig.
21). As far as that can be stated with fewer than 30 colonies tested. All colonies that had multiple
sgRNA’s in their vector were not stable. No bands or faint and off-target bands were detected.
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Figure 18. Colony PCR
sgRNA constructs in E.
coli. Transformed E.
coli with the constructs
tested for the presence
of the NPTII marker
(top) and the sgRNA’s
(bottom). 1-6 represent
constructs A-1 till A-6
containing APOBEC1. 713 represent constructs
C-1 till C-7 containing
CDA1.
For
each
construct the size of the
expected
band
is
indicated. M represents
the DNA-ladder.
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Figure 19. Colony PCR sgRNA’s constructs in A. tumefaciens. Transformed A. tumefaciens with the
constructs tested for the presence of the sgRNA’s. 1-6 represent constructs A-1 till A-6 containing
APOBEC1. 7-13 represent constructs C-1 till C-7 containing CDA1. For each construct the size of the
expected band is indicated, which are the same as in Figure 18. M represents the DNA-ladder.
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a

b

Figure 20. Colony PCR for population stability CDA1 sgRNA constructs in A. tumefaciens. (a, b) For
each positive construct 30 colonies are tested for the stable presence of the sgRNA’s. 7-13 represent
constructs C-1 till C-7 containing CDA1. For each construct the size of the expected band is indicated,
which are the same as in Figure 18. The expected size of the bands matches with most of the bands
seen on the gel. Only construct C-7 (number 13 in the figure) appears to have bands that are faint and
they do not match the expected size of 3277 bp. M represents the DNA-ladder.
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Figure 21. Colony PCR for population stability APOBEC1 sgRNA’s constructs in A. tumefaciens. For
each positive construct 30 colonies if possible are tested for the stable presence of the sgRNA’s. 1-6
represent constructs A-1 till A-6 containing APOBEC1. For each construct the size of the expected band
is indicated when present, which are the same as in Figure 18. This is only the case for the constructs
containing a single sgRNA, namely constructs A-1, A-2 and A-3 where all the bands match with the
predicted size. For the other constructs the bands do not match the expected size. Faint, no bands or
multiple bands are detected. M represents the DNA-ladder.

Discussion
Domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
During this research one of our goals was to repair potato NB-LRR allele rpi-chc-AC to restore the
recognition of members of the late blight PexRD12 effector family by making chimeric receptors with
exchanges in the LRR domain between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1/Rpi-chc2. From previous research it is
known that exchanges between rpi-chc-RH and the functional alleles from S. chacoense can restore
the recognition of effectors A1-1, A2-2, B3 and C2. So, in this study it was demonstrated that the
strategy used during the research in rpi-chc-RH can be extended to other alleles.
With traditional digestion ligation we tried to exchange part of the LRR domain in rpi-chc-AC
by parts of the LRR from the functional alleles. This strategy resulted in only 2 out of the 11 designed
constructs. Which yielded constructs A::C2 4-17 DL and A::C2 4-13 DL for the exchanges with Rpi-chc2.
This low yield was likely caused by the low integration efficiency of the fragments to be exchanged into
the expression vector. During the digestion of the rpi-chc-AC backbone, the pGEM-T Easy backbone
and insert fragments, it was established that the restriction enzymes AscI and BsaI worked, although
not always very efficient. Furthermore, the T4 ligase used did not form any problems in the ligation of
Phusion PCR fragments back together during the construction of the insert for A::C2 4-17. Despite this
knowledge about the components used, the yield of expression vectors was low. This can be caused
by low plasmids concentrations that were used, because low amounts were obtained during plasmid
isolation of the backbone. Also, the pBINPLUS-PASSA backbone with rpi-chc-AC is more than 15 kb in
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size, potentially lowering the ligation and transformation efficiency. One last reason can be that the
secondary structure of the backbone after digestion limits the efficiency of the ligation and integration
of the exchange fragments. Sub-cloning of PCR fragments in pGEM-T Easy increased the rate of
success, but still this was below optimal. So, in the end the Golden Gate cloning strategy used, where
all the fragments for the rpi-chc-AC allele and the fragments to be exchanged were first sub-cloned,
proved to work the best. This resulted in constructs A::C1 4-17, A::C1 4-14-2, A::C1 9-14, A::C1 10-14
for the exchanges with Rpi-chc1 and constructs A::C2 4-17, A::C2 4-13 and A::C2 14-17 for the
exchanges with Rpi-chc2.
N. benthamiana was used as a platform for ATTA, where the chimeric constructs were coinfiltrated with effectors to score effector recognition with HR. This demonstrated that a domain
exchange of fewer than a 600 aa from the LRR of Rpi-chc1 can restore the recognition of effectors A11 and A2-2. Narrowing down on the amount of aa exchanged leads to the loss of this recognition. This
result can be explained by 6 aa that are positioned at the C-terminal end of the LRR originating from
Rpi-chc1. These 6 aa are present in a cluster and are all predicted to be solvent exposed of which 2 are
present in predicted LRR motif number 15. It is expected that these aa play an important role in the
recognition of effectors A1-1 and A2-2, because these aa are solvent exposed, which enables them to
physically interact with effector molecules (Dodds & Rathjen, 2010). Similar results, where sequence
diversity is concentrated in the LRR region at the C‐terminal end are found in potato research for virus
and nematode resistance (van der Vossen et al., 2000). If this cluster of 6 aa from Rpi-chc1 is so
important for the effector recognition, then the other designed constructs that have exchanges
between rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc1 can be considered redundant, because they miss these 6 aa. 4 out of
6 aa found are not present in predicted LRR motifs, supporting that not only solvent exposed aa in LRR
motifs are involved in effector recognition (Ellis et al., 2000). Chimeric construct A::C1 10-14, which
will translate to a truncated protein, did not recognize any effectors. The first reason for this is that it
lacks the cluster of 6 aa, so that it cannot interact with the effectors, leading to loss of recognition (Tao
et al., 2000). The second reason is that, rpi-chc-AC can be considered a CNL that is above average in
size. For Arabidopsis the average is 14 repeats and in rpi-chc-AC 17 repeats are predicted (McHale et
al., 2006). It is possible that the truncation of the LRR leads to loss of intramolecular interactions with
the other domains like the CC and the NB domain, which leads to the loss of downstream signaling and
the activation of a defense response (Takken & Tameling, 2009).
The exchange of fewer than a 600 aa from the LRR of Rpi-chc2 in construct A::C2 4-17 can
restore the recognition of effectors B3 and C2 in rpi-chc-AC. The same construct A::C2 4-17 DL, made
with traditional digestion ligation, did not recognize any of the effectors. After re-analyzing colony PCR
results for Agrobacterium transformations, this was more than logical, because a mistake was made
during the transformation and the construct was never tested positive. With construct A::C2 4-13 we
can reduce the 600 aa exchange to 300 aa and still both effectors are being recognized. The same
results are seen for construct A::C2 4-13 DL. Only 5 aa in the exchange have different properties than
the corresponding residues in the rpi-chc-AC allele. All of these are solvent exposed and 2 are present
in LRR motif number 10. These 5 aa can contribute to effector recognition in a rpi-chc-AC background.
For construct A::C2 14-17 the exchange of the distal part of the LRR was enough for B3 effector
recognition. This result is remarkable, because previous exchange of this fragment in rpi-chc-RH did
not result in the recognition of effectors. This shows how important the background of the exchange
is. A cluster of 5 aa was identified in rpi-chc-AC and Rpi-chc2 that in combination with the exchanged
aa plays an important role in the recognition. 4 aa are found in LRR motifs and most are solvent
exposed, which can contribute to interaction with effectors. The allele similarity between rpi-chc-AC
and Rpi-chc2 can support the idea that the more related alleles are in sequence, the smaller the
sequence is to be exchanged because of the background. Which can be beneficial to produce new
adaptive alleles by making chimeric combinations of existing alleles (Bergelson, 2001).
During the ATTA’s, P19 was used for silencing suppression of the constructs, because it was
suspected that our constructs were silenced by the N. benthamiana plants (Reis et al., 2018). This
resulted in HR. However, the obtained results were not always stable and variation was found within
the treatments. Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 positive controls that were co-infiltrated with and without P19
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did not in all infiltrations show a stronger HR response. So, these controls do not confirm if the coinfiltration of P19 improved the HR. Although silencing of the constructs can take place when plants
are grown under synthetic light during wintertime, the photoperiod and light quality can affect the
physiology of the plants, their transformation efficiency and their responsiveness after transformation
in the form of a HR (Ma et al., 2012) Therefore, transformations like these are not always ideal during
the winter season. This effect might have affected the responses of the treatments and the positive
controls, who are known for their strong HR. During these experiments, the strong HR response was
not always there for R3a+Avar3a and R8+Avr8. In some cases, with the Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2 autoactivation responses were seen, where only the receptor triggered an HR. These results were not seen
in the negative controls of the chimeric constructs. Therefore, these are likely to be mistakes in
infiltration, where receptor-effector combinations were used that trigger a HR response. Another
phenomenon was the recognition of effector A2-2 by chimeric constructs with Rpi-chc2 exchanges.
These results were not expected and always took place near the main vein were effector B3 was
infiltrated on the other side of A2-2. So, it is possible that the presence of these co-infiltrations in
proximity is triggering a weak positive effect on the recognition of A2-2. These unexpected results
suggest that better experimental designs with less infiltration treatments on single leaves could be
desirable, because this allows more distance between treatments. Also, more repetitions of identical
treatments on multiple leaves will give possibilities for recognition of outliers by means of statistical
tests. Furthermore, the randomization of the receptor-effector co-infiltrations in leaves during an
ATTA could diminish the interaction recorded between co-infiltration sites, by not maintaining fixed
positions for infiltration like in Figure 11.
During this research we have exchanged fragments from the LRR domain in rpi-chc-AC,
because it did not recognize any of the effectors from the PexRD12 family and we managed to restore
this recognition. However, the fact that rpi-chc-AC does not recognize any of these PexRD12 effectors,
does not give away any information about the recognition of effectors from a different pathogenic
organism (Collier et al., 2011). rpi-chc-AC can still be able to recognize effectors from other pathogens
or molecules of a different kind (Slootweg et al., 2017), because it is a product of evolution. Therefore,
these domain exchanges are a good strategy to get more fundamental knowledge about how receptor
effector interactions work and how specific aa contribute to effector recognition. Furthermore, this
research contributes to a better understanding of receptor evolution, because Rpi-chc1, Rpi-chc2 and
rpi-chc-Altus have such a high similarity in sequence but recognize different effectors. The domain
exchanges give a better idea of which LRR domain fragments are under selection for effector
recognition (Jacob et al., 2013). Literature even describes how recombination is higher in R gene
clusters and clades and that this can contribute to the formation of chimeric R genes that can encode
novel functions (Joshi & Nayak, 2012; Leister, 2004)). So, the designing of chimeric constructs can be
considered as an acceleration of receptor evolution.
In the end rpi-chc-AC can be edited into a functional CC-NB-LRR protein in potato. So, to find out if
exchanges really work, greenhouse trials should be conducted with P. infestans to see if this gene
editing strategy can really restore resistance in the potato crop without any unpredicted negative side
effects. Of course, if this strategy proves to be successful in the future, repaired R genes must be
stacked with other (repaired) R genes in the potato crop, to prevent rapid breakdown of the restored
resistance (Zhu et al., 2011).

LIP5 base editors
The second goal of this research was to develop expression vectors to target 2 SNPs in the susceptible
LIP5 allele. Therefore, it was decided to use two different cytidine base editors, namely CDA1 and
APOBEC1, who both have slightly different editing windows. These are fused to xCas9. xCas9 is used,
because the traditional Cas9 is limited in its applicability, because it can only efficiently use NGG as a
PAM motif. Base editing is limited to a small editing window and therefore is good to be able to choose
from more than one PAM. xCas9 can use other PAM motifs efficiently. In total 3 different sgRNA’s were
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designed to guide the cytidine deaminases towards the target SNP’s. With Golden Gate cloning
different vectors constructs were made that contain the sgRNA combinations with the cytidine base
editors. This resulted in 6 constructs with APOBEC1, which contain individual sgRNA’s and sgRNA’s in
different combinations. The combinations were made, to be able to test if different guides can edit all
target positions at the same time. 7 constructs were made with the CDA1 cytidine base editor,
including one construct with all the sgRNA’s present and a GFP. This last insert will serve as a control
for transformation efficiency. All constructs were made with Golden Gate reactions and tested positive
by colony PCR and sequencing after isolation from E. coli.
After transformation of the expression vectors into Agrobacterium, it was found that not all
the designed constructs are stable. All constructs that contain APOBEC1 as cytidine base editor have
difficulties with growing on plates as colonies, where they stay small and in LB liquid cultures they grow
slow in comparison to constructs with CDA1. Plates with colonies that contained CDA1 in the vector
were full of big colonies. This is likely caused by the lack of a plant intron in APOBEC1. It is likely that
A. tumefaciens Agl1 can use the promotor that allows the transcription of the xCas9 fused to APOBEC1.
This can lead to transcription-translation. Then the enzymatic complex is already produced in the
bacterium instead of the plant. The accumulation of the protein can have negative effects in
Agrobacterium, because it can accumulate in the cell leading to toxic effects ("Protein expressionEMBL", 2020). Furthermore, it was not checked whether the cytidine deaminase is able to edit the
genome of A. tumefaciens Agl1 with all the potential negative consequences involved, like large
amounts of off-target mutations in the genome when APOBEC1 is overexpressed (Chen et al., 2010).
These potential toxic effects could explain why the bacteria stay small and grow slow (Krela et al.,
2019). The plates with the colonies for the population stability test had very few bacteria, sometimes
not even enough to do the population stability test. The selective pressure of the APOBEC1 without
intron can be so high that the bacteria lose the plasmid (Tsang, 2017). This leads to the loss of NPTII
and therefore the kanamycin resistance. The subsequent drawback is that most of the bacteria die and
only few colonies appear.
The population stability was tested for the existing colonies of APOBEC1 and the result was a
mosaic of small and faint bands for all constructs that carried more than one sgRNA. So, these
populations are not stable and the presence of APOBEC1 is most likely causing deletions in the vector.
All colonies with vectors containing single sgRNA’s in the vector were tested stable. An explanation for
the fact that the number of sgRNA’s is influencing the stability of the vector might be that this number
leads to conformational changes in its plasmid structure, which may affect the stability (Kole, C., 2010).
The sgRNA’s are positioned together in the same location, which influences the likelihood of physical
interactions and further recombination for sequences that have a high similarity (Kung et al., 2013).
Recombination and the loss of the sgRNA’s can explain the absence of bands during the colony PCR.
This recombination can even lead to the loss of the NPTII gene and the death of the bacteria (Bloor &
Cranenburgh, 2006). These results were only found in A. tumefaciens and not in E. coli. The promoter
used for the sgRNA is a U6-26, which originates from Arabidopsis thaliana (Quétier, 2016). Usually this
promotor is not used by prokaryotes, but it is reported that in some cases bacteria are able to use
promotors originating from eukaryotes. (Jacob D. et al., 2002). So, it is possible that Agrobacterium
can use the promotor, but not E. coli, which only leads to plasmid instability in Agrobacterium.
For the growth of CDA1 vectors no problems were observed and all vectors except the control
vector with GFP were successfully made. During the colony PCR population stability test the correct
band is not there and the off-target band is faint. Since I did not use primers from my own collection,
it could be that the primer dilution that was used was contaminated with another primer and because
of that another band was detected. It is also possible that a wrong colony from another plate was
picked for growing the new plates for a population test, because otherwise these contradicting results
cannot be obtained from a colony that is tested positive.
Golden Gate cloning can be an efficient way of constructing expression vectors with multiple
components. The cloning of constructs in level 1 plasmids, which can be combined in fixed positions in
a level 2 expression vector, is a great way of making different combinations possible for base editors
with sgRNA’s in one vector.
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Conclusion and further recommendations
Domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
During this research we aimed to restore the recognition of PexRD12 late blight effectors by nonfunctional allele rpi-chc-AC, by exchanging fragments of the LRR domain responsible for the
recognition. These exchanges were made with functional alleles Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2. This resulted
in the restoration of effector recognition by rpi-chc-AC and the identification of aa with distinct
residues that in particular contribute to the recognition of effectors in Rpi-chc1 and Rpi-chc2.
Interesting is that most aa identified are solvent exposed and often present in LRR motifs. This is in
accordance with the idea that this contributes to new recognition specificity by receptors and does not
necessarily harm the inner protein structure (Ramsey et al., 2011). Protein 3D modelling (Sato & Ishida,
2019), of created chimeric receptors and statistical approaches that relate effector recognition to aa
diversity in the various domains are recommendable tools for the future, to support the role of
individual aa’s in the recognition of certain effectors.
To get an even better overview of the functioning and the importance of the aa which are
contributing to the effector recognition, it is important that the constructs which were not made during
this research, will still be made and tested. Even new constructs can be designed, that focus more on
the aa that were found to be important. For the construction of the new constructs it is
recommendable to use Golden Gate cloning over the traditional digestion ligation strategy, because
the efficiency of the latter is too low under the current experimental conditions.
It is also proposed to repeat the entire ATTA, with better experimental design like mentioned
in the discussion. Therefore, design of experiments (DoE) could be used to improve the experimental
setup, so that results are more consistent and to enable statistical analysis of the results. Especially for
positive controls a substantial amount of deviation was recorded. So, the ATTA can preferably be
repeated during summertime, when the chance of interference by external conditions like light quality
can be excluded.
The most important message in this report is that the research strategy in rpi-chc-RH can be
extended to rpi-chc-AC, which shows the practical potential of this repair strategy. By understanding
the functionality of domains and aa involved on a molecular level, this knowledge can also be applied
to restore resistance in other R genes. So, the composition of R genes like CNLs and the construction
of new combinations recognizing effectors can be changed in the future, which accelerates the
evolution of functional R genes that can be deployed in the unending fight against P. infestans. So,
there is a bright future ahead in the research and development of new resistances with domain
exchanges in R genes in potato against late blight.

LIP5 base editors
In this section of the report the development of expression vectors has been shown and the strategy
used to develop them. This include the theory behind the use of xCas9 and the restrictions that are
bound to the use of an accurate and precise technique. Two different cytidine base editors were
chosen for SNP target modification, which used different sequence strategies. The difference in results
between APOBEC1 and CDA1 indicated the relevance of a plant intron being present in the sequence
and how the lack of it can give rise to serious problems in plasmid cloning and stability for APOBEC1
vectors. Therefore, it is recommended to build in a plant intron into the APOBEC1 sequence, so that in
the future a stable construct can be made.
For the CDA1 construct C-7, which contains a GFP insert, the bacterial culture in the glycerol
stock can be tested for population stability or a new transformation with the positively sequenced
vector can be done, to ensure the presence of a positive control in future transformations. The rest of
the CDA1 constructs have been tested positive and can be used in the base editing of the target SNPs
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in the susceptible LIP5 allele in potato. This can be done with a transient transformation in potato. On
transformed leaves a detached leaf assay (DLA) can be performed to test if the base editing works and
if it is able to increase the resistance level towards P. infestans.
Although time was too short and it was not possible to include the transformation results in
this report, base editing is a promising technique. In the case of the LIP5 susceptibility allele the target
is so small and the phenotypic difference and gain is so large, that it is the ideal target to restore.
Especially many reviews and articles talk about this new technique and strategies on how to use it. But
still no known source from literature has confirmed the repair of resistance genes with base editors in
the fight against pathogens. So, an entire research field lies ahead, and this research can be the first
to cover this knowledge gap.

General conclusion
The focus of this research was to explore different gene editing techniques that can contribute to more
fundamental knowledge about the interactions taking place between potato and late blight.
Here it is shown that the repair of an allele that lost its effector recognition can restore its functionality.
Apart from the better understanding of the underlying mechanism leading to effector recognition, this
knowledge can be used to restore resistance in susceptible cultivars Altus and Colomba and potentially
other cultivars. Base editing is now available for use and will potentially show its applicability in
resistance restoration of potato. This is part of a new biotech era where base editing will open new
possibilities in the efficient targeting of single bases, without leaving traces of its presence. So
hopefully in the future the public opinion and regulations will change their approach towards these
useful techniques and embrace the improvement of a wonderful crop with gene editing.
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Appendix
Appendix table 1. Primers (5’- 3’) used during the experiments for the domain exchanges in rpi-chcAC and construction of expression vectors for the base editing of LIP5.
Number Primer name

Sequence (5’‐ 3’)

4
18
129
132
155
156
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239

Domain exchanges in rpi-chc-AC
BER_Termin_AscI_Rv
GAAACAGCTATGACCATGATTAC
106_Rpi-chc_Seq
CCAAAATCGGGAAGCTGATATAC
217_BsaI_Fwα
CAATGGTCTCCAATTGGTC
220_BsaI_Rvθ_A
ACTCTAGAGACCGGCATTGATC
243_BsaI_H80_Fw
gctaggtctcgTCAGTTATACCAATTGGAATGCTAG
244_BsaI_J90_Rv
gctaggtctcgAGGGCAGAGAATCCCAGTG
311_Bo2_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgCCCTATCAGATTATGCAACTATCTG
312_Bo3_rpi-Altus_Rv
gctaggtctcgGACATTCTGATATAAGCAAATATGA
313_Bo3_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgTGTCCCAAATTGATTAGTGTACC
314_Bo4_rpi-Altus_Rv
gctaggtctcgTGCATTCCAACTCATGGAATCC
315_Bo4_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgTGCATTGGACCTGCTTTTTATG
316_Bo5_rpi-Altus_Rv
gctaggtctcgCACTTGGATAATGCTGTTTGATC
317_Bo5_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgAGTGTTCCCGTCATTGAAAAAAC
318_Bo6_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgAGAGTTTTTGCATGTCAGTTGC
319_Bo9_rpi-Altus_Rv
gctaggtctcgAGACATTCTTACTCCAACTTCATC
320_Bo9_rpi-Altus_Fw
gctaggtctcgGTCTCCCGGGCTTGAGAA
321_Bo9_rpi-Altus_Rv
gctaggtctcgCCATTACAATTATATAAGTAAAAGAATTCG
322_Bo9_Fw_DuplexNew
ATGGATTGATCAGTTTACCAATTGGAATGCTAGATCAATGCCGGTCTCT
323_Bo9_Rv_DuplexNew
CTCTAGAGACCGGCATTGATCTAGCATTCCAATTGGTAAACTGATCAAT
324_Bo10_rpiAltus_Rv
gctaggtctcgTCCTAAAGTTTAACTAAGCCTTATG
325_Bo10_rpiAltus_Fw
gctaggtctcgTCCTCCGTGAATTAGAAATTAGAGG
326_Bo11_rpiAltus_Rv
gctaggtctcgATCTGTGATTCGAAATGCTCTCTAC
327_Bo11_rpiAltus_Fw
gctaggtctcgTCTATGATATGAATGAGCTCACTTG

143
144
155
159
164
217
218
219
220
221
222

Base editing in LIP5
PWM0143 Level1/2 FW1
PWM0144 Level1/2 RV2
PWM0155 tNos seq FW
PWM0159 tOcs seq FW
PWM0164 p2x35s seq RV
305_Fw_sgRNA_P1_CDA
306_Rv_sgRNA_P1_CDA
307_FwsgRNA_P2-1_CDA
308_RvsgRNA_P2-1_CDA
309_FwsgRNA_P2-2_CDA
310_RvsgRNA_P2-2_CDA

GGTGGCAGGATATATTGTGG
TGCACATACAAATGGACGAAC
CTGTTGCCGGTCTTGCGATG
ACCATTCAACCCGGTCCAG
GCGTCATCCCTTACGTCAG
ATTGACCAGCAAAGCTCCTATTAC
AAACGTAATAGGAGCTTTGCTGGT
ATTGCGAAACAAGGATGGAACTAG
AAACCTAGTTCCATCCTTGTTTCG
ATTGGCTTATAAATCAACTTGAGA
AAACTCTCAAGTTGATTTATAAGC
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Appendix table 2. Golden Gate cloning reactions for level 2 expression vectors. All the components
and the amounts used for the Golden Gate reaction, including the level 1 plasmids and their codes. All
the combination of the cytidine base editors with the sgRNA’s and their position in the vector are
represented.
A-1
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
Linker position 5‐backbone (CWM0046) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

A-2
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 6‐backbone (CWM0047) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

A-3
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 5 (CWM0040) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-1
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐CDA1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
Linker position 5‐backbone (CWM0046) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
8
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-2
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐CDA1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 6‐backbone (CWM0047) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
7
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-3
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐CDA1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 5 (CWM0040) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
20

A-4
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

A-5
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

A-6
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 5 (CWM0040) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-4
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 4 (CWM0039) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-5
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-6
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 3 (CWM0038) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Dummy position 5 (CWM0040) (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20

C-7
BpiI (10 U/µL)
T4 ligase (5 U/µL)
ATP (10mM)
10 x Buffer G
MQ-water
Acceptor plasmid (CWM0062) (200ng/μl)
NPTII (CWM0059) (100ng/μl)
xCas9‐APOBEC1 (100ng/μl)
GFP (CWM0061) (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.1 (100ng/μl)
sgRNA P2.2 (100ng/μl)
Linker position 7‐backbone (CWM0048) (100ng/μl)
Total

Amount (μl)
1
1
2
2
6
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
20
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